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Abstract
Even though the importance of Web applications is still increasing, design practice in this area is still mainly based on informal techniques and methods. Currently, few descriptive techniques are available to support web modeling and in practice, it is unusual to model web applications even though modeling is usually the cornerstone of “classical” computer applications. Models not only formalize requirements but also they can help to assess the design in all the stages of the development process. In this paper we present notations dedicated to web navigation modeling and how they can affect the design process. In addition we discuss how task models could be used to assess navigation models according to user’s activity. Our aim with this kind of evaluation is to ensure (prior to implementation) that important users tasks can (or cannot) be performed with the system under construction.
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INTRODUCTION
In early development of web applications, little importance was given to interface usability and user requirements and, as consequence, a lot of web applications have failed to meet their users’ expectations and this was mainly due to bad designs. Lately, the use of informal user-centered design techniques has provided considerable help to improve usability of web sites by taking into account user requirements on the interface. For example, card sorting [19] and questionnaires [6] have been made popular as tools to identify user requirements and to structure information in a natural way i.e. according to users’ point of view. Although simple, it is now recognized as a significant improvement with respect to previous practice.

However, web design is still made in an informal way. For example, there is little support to describe in complete and unambiguous manner navigation in web applications even though navigation is considered as a critical element. Currently, designers have some tools for supporting requirements analysis, such as storyboards and sitemaps [13], but they don’t have support to translate these requirements into site navigation and design. This is acceptable for small web applications such as personal web sites as designers can cope intuitively with the small number of requirements but that approach does not hold for larger web sites [7].

Problems with informal approaches are quite well known and the most significant ones are:

i) To detect and to cope with ambiguous requirements;

ii) To go from design to implementation phases in a structured and reliable way;

iii) To cope with the complexity of the design that increase exponentially with the size of the web applications;

iv) To cope with modifiability that is a critical point for web applications.

Currently, only few descriptive techniques such as StateWebCharts [22] are available to model navigation for Web applications. Designers can consider modeling navigation as a cumbersome task but it provides them with many benefits. Those benefits are the same as the ones for modeling dialogue in interactive systems; modeling allows:

i) To cope with navigation in an abstract way i.e. without coping too early with details;

ii) To separate design from implementation issues;

iii) To reason about models in order to check properties (e.g. is it always possible to reach pages in one click, is it always possible to come back to the home with less than 3 clicks, etc.);

iv) To provide developers with a complete and non ambiguous description of the navigation thus avoiding design choices at implementation time;

v) To compare navigation models with other models built in the early stages of the development process such as task models or scenarios.

Task models are claimed to describe not only how users perform their tasks but also when and why those tasks are performed. Even thought task analysis has proven its effectiveness for interactive software development only few studies have dealt with users’ task for web applications. Tauscher and Greenberg [23] describe some patterns of navigation followed by users, such as how users revisit pages on a web site, but their results don’t explain which tasks are engaged while these patterns are used. Byrne et at [3] have created a taxonomy of user tasks for the web, based on analyses of most frequent tasks performed by users while using web applications. These
studies try to describe user tasks at a high and generic (activity) level but don’t provide any information about how task modeling could be performed for a specific site or how a task model can be exploited within the development process of a web application.

We argue that both navigation and task modeling can help designers to build more usable and more reliable web sites. In this paper we precisely describe how StateWebCharts (SWC) notation dedicated to navigation modeling can be synergistically used together with task models in order to identify some usability problems in various stages of the development process. Our main focus is on coupling the two models by using task modeling to assess navigation models. As we can verify if a specific task can be performed on a navigation model we can show that the navigation model supports effectively users’ activities.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR WEB APPLICATIONS

In general, Web designers start by gathering user requirements for the Web application. This information is then structured in a hierarchical way (sometimes based on card sorting results) and is at the basis of navigation design. Low-fidelity prototypes, based on paper and pencil and parallel design approaches, could also be employed to test and to improve designs in the early stages of development.

In previous work [18], Scapin et al have shown that development process of Web applications should be heavily based on formal notations and should follow an iterative process where the traditional requirements engineering phase should be followed by site specification.

In next section we present the main characteristics of the SWC notation that has been designed for describing navigation in a complete and unambiguous way. Task modeling for web applications is then presented. Before exploiting these two models for assessing the usability of web application we present the use of these two notations on a simple but real case study.

NAVIGATION DESIGN

Two main kinds of tasks are relevant to web design: search and navigation, and in this paper we only deal with the latter. Indeed, search task is mainly supported by search engines, a kind of stereotyped software system with a very simple user interface. Navigation design deals both with the organization of information on the web site and provides support for user tasks that could be accomplished by exploring the web site.

Small web applications such as personal homepages (less than 10 pages) could be created and maintained without major problems but navigation complexity increases very quickly on larger web applications. Broken links, ghost pages, long paths and complex navigation are frequently reported on usability testing and are symptomatic of the difficulty to design efficient navigation for large web applications.

In order to deal with this difficulty, some navigation models have been proposed such as OOHDM [20], WebML [5], extensions based on Petri nets [21] and statechart [24]. By using a navigation model designers can manage complexity and plan efficient strategies for navigation. However, none of the descriptive techniques introduced above represent all the important requirements for modeling Web applications, such as:

- **Modeling dialog control**: that means, who is dispatching events over the interface (user or system);
- **Borderline for design**: distinguish clearly the frontiers for Web design i.e., which parts of the application “belongs” to the designer (are part of the designer work) and which ones does not (such as external links);
- **Designing Client-server activity**: which parts of the interface are processed on the client side and which ones are processed on the server side;
- **Taking in account direct access**: support design taking into account that individual parts of the interface can be reached directly by users (without following a predefined path).

In this paper, we use SWC notation to model navigation because it copes with all the requirements above. SWC is an extended model of traditional statecharts [9], which is a state-based, event-driven notation. Each individual Web
page is considered a container for objects and each container is associated to a state. Links and interactive objects causing transition are represented by events. The semantic for a state is: current transitions and their containers are visible for users while non-current are hidden.

In SWC notation (figure 2) Basic states (a) represent states with normal HTML content; Server states (b) represent information being processed on the server side and, therefore, not visible for users; Dynamic states (c) represent states for which the content is dynamically generated by the system; and, External states (d) refer to states outside current design. The notation also includes two aggregation states, XOR (e) and AND (f) states. Inside XOR states only one sub-state is visible at a time. For AND-states, for each area separated by a dashed line, one state may be visible. XOR states are used to represent hierarchy of states while AND states are used to model multiple visualizations.

In order to represent special behavior such as those found in state charts, SWC provides the following pseudo-states (g) initial, (h) final, (i) shallow and (j) deep history. These pseudo-states don’t have any container associated to them. In addition, SWC represents through transitions both user and system activity over the interface. Continuous arrows represent user transitions (h) and dashed arrows represent system/completion transitions (l). Both completion and system transitions describe system’s activity according completions or system events associated to transitions.

**Figure 2.** Graphical representation of StateWebCharts

**TASK MODELING FOR WEB**

Work on “classical” interactive systems has shown the central role played by task analysis for designing usable and useful systems [1, 2, 10]. However, even though task modeling is widely considered as helpful activity, the actual use of task models for the design of web applications remains an open question. Indeed, traditional approaches for designing web applications do not provide any guidance on how to integrate task models into the design process.

When designing navigation, we have to pay attention to users’ mental model of the application as well as to provide efficient navigation for the most important users’ tasks. The problem with the web is that there are many potential users and as many ways to use the web site. This is one of the reasons why it is so complex to determine the set of user’s tasks that have to be considered in the design phase.

In fact, current approaches usually focus on the designer’s point of view about the content and the navigation of the web application. The design process typically starts from an informal description of the content or a flat hierarchy, then the design is “implemented” in a try-and-error cycle highly supported by tools like editors (for example MS FrontPage) and driven by guidelines [11]. User’s perspective is thus only introduced informally and usually in an implicit way through testing and interviews. When dealing with large web application this informal process reaches its limits and often leads to usability failures. In order to include the perspective of users in a formal way we propose hereafter a design process that includes explicitly task modeling in the early phases.

**GENERIC TASK MODELING FOR WEB**

This section presents various results of task analysis for web applications. Users’ tasks for web application belong to two main categories: high-level and primitive tasks.

- High-level tasks generally are very close to user’s goals and may be performed in several ways. This kind of tasks enables designers to understand the fundamental aspects of user’s activity and is usually independent from the way they are performed.

- Primitive tasks are more detailed as they correspond to a given activity of the user on the system. These tasks are generic for most web applications such as the ones engaged by a user while browsing. As initial set of such primitive tasks, we consider the taxonomy proposed by Byrne et al [3].

Byrne et al. have studied user tasks on the web and they have created taxonomy for labeling the most frequent ones. This classification includes the following categories:

- **Use information:** describes what users do with found information e.g. print page; save to disk; etc.

- **Locate on page:** describes users’ strategies to identify pieces of information on web pages e.g. locate something interesting; find an image; etc.

- **Go to page:** describes any activity that causes the browser to display a particular page, e.g. select a hyperlink on a page, provide URL, use bookmark, etc.

- **Provide information:** describes users’ activity when sending information to a web application e.g. send query string; fill in a form; etc.
• **Configure browser:** describes tasks for configuring web browser e.g. adds new bookmark; change cache size; etc.

• **React to environment:** describes tasks for which the browser requires something from users e.g. respond to dialog; respond to display change; etc.

The categories *use of information, configure browser* and *react to environment* describe activities that are completely independent from web design. So, from the set of tasks identified by Byrne et al. we have only selected the primitive tasks relevant for navigation design, i.e. *locate on page, go to page and provide information*.

It is important to note that we use the word "abstract" for the tasks described, as they are relevant in most of web applications. The models describing those tasks are detailed enough to be considered as concrete tasks models as they include very low level tasks such as, for instance, "inform url" in Figure 3. This detailed description of the abstract tasks allows us matching task models and system descriptions to check their conformance and compatibility.

**CONCURTASKTREE NOTATION**

For describing user’s tasks we are using ConcurTaskTree notation [16] (CTT). Even though originally designed for describing user’s activity for “classical” interactive systems it is suitable for web applications [17].

![CTT Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Task primitives in ConcurTaskTree notation

In this section we are using CTT to formally describe the primitive tasks *go to, locate on page and provide information*. ConcurTaskTree notation features a graphical representation for modeling tasks in hierarchical structures. Its expressive power, allows representing interactive activities and more precisely i) the concurrent ones related to the Web usage, where many windows/applications may be opened at a time; and ii) possible interruptions associated to browsing activities.

Figure 3 contains the task primitives described using CTT.

One of the objectives of this modeling is to allow reusing these primitives to describe more complex user tasks. For instance, in Figure 3 primitive task *go to* is reused for representing the primitive *provides information*.

CTT presents 4 types of tasks: *abstract, user, system and interactive* task. *Abstract* tasks are tasks with sub-tasks for example *go to task and locate on page* (figure 3). In CTT *User* task means cognitive or manual tasks performed by users, such as *read page, find information and choose link* for example (figure 3.b). *System* tasks are tasks performed by the system, for example task *display page* (figure 3.a and 3.c). *Interactive* tasks are used for representing activity for which both the user and the system are engaged, for example *inform URL and send information*.

ConcurTaskTree features a set of operators to indicate temporal relationships among tasks [16]. A set of tools (called CTT Environment) has been developed to edit, simulate and analyze task models in ConcurTaskTrees. CTTE has been used to build our modeling.

**A CASE STUDY**

In this section we present a case study for the HIBAM (Hidrografia da Bacia Amazônica) web application, whose purpose is to provide on-line information about almost 10-years of hydrographic research about Amazonian region (Brazil). This case study aims at:

- Showing how StateWebChart notation can be used for describing several strategies for navigation,
- Showing how CTT and primitive tasks models can be used for describing high-level tasks,
- Showing that it is possible to exploit synergistically these two notation in order to check whether a navigation model supports a given task model.

![Tree Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** Hierarchical model for HIBAM web site.

Initially, card sorting was used to produce a hierarchical model describing the information structure of the site. For space reasons Figure 4 only presents a simplified hierarchy of HIBAM web site. The structure is the same as in the real site but repetitive elements such as the number of expeditions (more than 20) have been removed.
Navigation Modeling

Following a parallel design process, we have built two different designs (A and B) for HIBAM website navigation, presented in figure 5 and 6, respectively. We don’t have any assumption about which design could easier to use or preferable. Our aim is to discuss how to consider different design alternatives during the design process and how the notations used can help us assessing the designs.

Figure 5 presents the first alternative for navigation that is based on two-frames design with a menu giving access for information. Menu (state S0) is always visible in this alternative. The startup configuration is states S0 and S1, defined by default events e1 and e2. When a particular expedition is selected, additional information is presented concurrently in a new window (see events e19, e20, e21 and e22 to states S5.1.2, S5.2.1, S5.3.1, S5.4.1, respectively).

A second alternative (figure 6) was built by hiding menu when users navigate deeply in the hierarchy. This strategy cuts off part of information and forces users to pay attention to a specific content. StateWebCharts provides a special feature for describing hierarchies by hiding complexity in a multilevel system of states. In figure 6.a at the highest level (level 0), users start in state S0 (main menu), which content is detailed in level 1 (figure 6.b). State S5 presenting menu for expeditions is also detailed in level 1 (figure 6.c). When the user selects expedition by triggering the event e7, the current configuration is changed to a new one with two visual areas (a menu for all expeditions and another one for a particular expedition). Note that in state S5 only the content related to expeditions is shown.

**Figure 5.** Design A for website navigation.

**Figure 6.** Design B for website navigation.

**TASK MODELING**

For this case study, we have select two common user tasks for HIBAM users:

i) Visit external link; the user must find a paper (for which the direct url is unknown) in another website. However, the user is knows that HIBAM web site points to this document. In such a case, user’s goal is to use HIBAM web site as a starting point to find out other documents;

ii) Find publication from expedition; for this task the user’s goal is to write a literature review for publications that were produced as a result of an expedition.
These tasks are described using ConcurTastTree (see figure 7 and 8). In figure 7, task model considers that users can use the main page to get access to other websites. User must visit the page home at first (go to home), locate information on page (select an external link) and then go to the selected link. The task model in figure 8 is more complex than the previous one. Users have to see all publications (reports, papers, etc.) that were produced for a specific expedition. So, typically users have to select a specific expedition from the list of expeditions and then visit it. Then, users will find the associated publications.

**Figure 7.** Task modeling for visit external link.

**Figure 8.** Task modeling for visit publication from an expedition.

**ASSESSING NAVIGATION USING TASK MODELS**

We have shown how we can describe navigation and user tasks using SWC and CTT for web applications. As stated above, those models are useful as they provide designers with explicit representations of both expected user’s activity and navigation for the web application under construction. Besides, additional benefits can be obtained by cross validating these two descriptions of a same world.

More precisely the cross validation can check whether or not users can execute a specific task on a given web application. Scenarios extracted from task models are at the basis of the cross validation process. Using CTTE simulator it is possible to execute a task model. This execution results in a set of actions performed by the user and called scenario. As CTT allows for representing choice or concurrency in user’s activity several different scenarios can be extracted from a given task model.

The assessment consists in executing one or more scenarios over a navigation model. Action by action the scenario is played and at each step visual changes are performed according to the navigation model. In order to perform the assessment the following steps must be carried out:

1) To extract scenarios from the task model;
2) To remove all non-interactive actions from the scenario.

**Figure 9 presents the scenario extracted from the task visit publication from an expedition.** All bold elements in Figure 9 represent interactive tasks of the scenario. We can observe that we have only 4 interactive tasks: inform URL – (home), inform url (expedition), inform url (x expedition), inform url (publications). Other tasks performed by the system such as display page or they are made on the users mind, for example, choose link and read page were removed.

3) To relate scenario and navigation model. Each interactive task in the scenario is associated to one state (or several states if concurrent visualization) in the navigation model. For example, the high-level task inform url (home) (figure 8) is associated to states S0 and S1 (figure 6). The result of this phase is a set of concrete scenarios as presented in Figure 10.

4) To check consistency between tasks and navigation models. This validation is done by running all concrete scenarios (figure 10) over the navigation model (figure 6). According to the structure of the navigation model a scenario might or might not be executed. For the scenario in Figure 10 be executable it must exist a transition in the navigation model in Figure 6 between state S5 and S5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inform url(home)</th>
<th>display page(home)</th>
<th>read page</th>
<th>locate on page</th>
<th>choose link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inform url(expeditions)</td>
<td>display page</td>
<td>read page</td>
<td>locate on page</td>
<td>choose link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform url(x expedition)</td>
<td>display page</td>
<td>read page</td>
<td>locate on page</td>
<td>choose link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform url(publications)</td>
<td>display page</td>
<td>read page</td>
<td>locate on page</td>
<td>choose link</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9.** A generic scenario extracted from the task find publication from expeditions.
The proposed approach is useful in many ways, but we have already proposed this kind of remote evaluation.内容本身。最后，期间的可用性评估步骤与导航模型相结合。这种兼容性检查是一个有效的工具，允许设计者选择最佳设计选项（这种设计可能会在平行设计中产生）。

**Usability Evaluation:** 这一阶段对应于图1中的步骤5。任务-based评估应使用可选导航方法进行。在这一阶段，评估者可以，同时，玩任务场景模型和实际实现。这允许设计者看到视觉方面，这些设计者在界面中，不能一直被跟踪，因为导航模型本身。另一个优势是，我们可以通过使用动态生成的导航。实际上，SWC注解有一个特殊的类型（动态状态），这表示动态性。内容被添加到网站，但并不总是为表示内容本身。最后，在可使用性评估阶段，我们可以将给定的场景进行分析，并分析他们如何在界面中进行场景。Paterno和Ballardin [17]已经提出这种远程评估方式。

**Redesign:** 这一阶段对应于图1中的步骤6。这种设计可用于多种方式，但我们认为这一点特别有用，以网站重新设计作为其中一个最重要的步骤。开发过程。设计师必须确保，这种情况仍然可以被配置为新的网站结构。

在早期阶段和设计的评估是预测性的，也就是说，我们可以检查设计，以改进导航模型本身及其优先级之前。

**RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION**

在这个工作，我们已经展示了如何将应用设计可以被有效地支持，重新设计和任务模型。我们还展示了这些模型和任务模型可以协同地用于开发过程的Web应用程序。

模型化的方法为交互系统提供了解决方案，但对Web应用程序的这些方法是新兴的[8]。最近，一些描述Web界面的方法已经发表[5, 20, 22]，但它们主要关心系统视角的应用。用户中心的开发已经证明，有一种方法可以应用于用户视角的开发过程，但即使在新的网站结构中，开发人员也必须确保这些任务仍然可以被配置。

在第二部分，我们已经提出了一种方法，用于评估Web设计的实施。这种方法在许多方面与我们的前作工作对评估的交互系统的交互性有关。Paternó和Ballardin [17]对Web应用程序再工程的。评估内核是相同的，我们需要与不同交互性问题的用户一致。对于它们，它们可以匹配到不同的路径，前后端在开发过程中，解决问题和任务模型之间的差异，提供用户活动与界面的接口。

Navarre等。[12]已经开发了一个工具来执行CTT-场景的Web应用程序构建的ICO形式主义[15]。这种形式主义，类似于我们开发的工具在本文中，但我们相信它不能在Web应用程序中应用。ICO形式主义表示状态在和
implicit way, as the current state of the application is represented by the value and the distribution of tokens over the models. States are central to web applications and thus must be at the core of the notation. This is one of the reasons for using Statecharts as the basis of the notation used. Web applications belong to the category of business application as they mainly process data. For this reason a notation such as ICO, able to model real-time complex safety critical applications embeds inherent mechanisms that would not be used for web applications and might produce complex models and thus jeopardize the effective use of the notation by designers.

Lastly, this work describes the use of the assessment technique in various phases of an iterative development process while related work [12], [17] was more focused on specific phases. In order to support the development process presented above a tool suite is currently under development, the first being the production of an editor for SWC and its inclusion in more generic tools supporting UML notations.
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